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2016: Gravitational waves have been detected!

LIGO Hanford site Artist impression of GW

2[PhysRevLett.116.061102]



  

Gravitational waves: „Opening a new era of astronomical exploration“

Kip Thorne

Feb 11, 2016 press conference
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[EM spectrum: Wikipedia]



  

[GW spectrum: GSFC NASA]
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Gravitational wave spectrum

[EM spectrum: Wikipedia]
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What is a Black Hole?
It‘s the field of a point source.

Think of electro magnetism: field of a point charge.



  

We just „derived“ a Schwarzschild black hole.
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What is a Black Hole?
It‘s the field of a point source.

The actual spacetime is given by the metric 

At LIGO, they detected a rotating Kerr black hole

Can we do better? Let‘s see the solution of extended self-gravitating matter!
→ The Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff solution (1939)

We just „derived“ a Schwarzschild black hole.



  

- most compact astrophysical object
- typical size ~ 9-14 km
- typical mass ~ 1-3 solar masses

- baryonic matter at supranuclear density.

[arXiv:1508.05019]

What is a Neutron Star?
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Equation of State



  

[all: Rezzolla]

Two Neutron Stars.
Or: binary systems composed of >1 NS.

Comparison of typical
Gravitational waves

BH-BH

NS-NS
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Snapshots of a typical NS-NS merger



  

Exemplary topics:

- Large parameter space for inspirals
- Tidal deformability
- Electromagnetic counterparts
- Short Gamma Ray Bursts

Gravitational wave spectroscopy
Two merging Neutron stars.
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[Jocelyn Read]

Gravitational wave form can tactually tells us a lot 
about micro physics but it‘s much harder to measure.

Gravitational wave detector‘s sensitivity



  

We only can do with approximations.

[Blanchet]

But how do we solve Einsteins Equations of more than one star?

PN: Field is weak
Motion of matter 
is slow

[Buonanno, Sathyaprakash 2014]
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Einstein Field Equations
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Einstein Field Equations

Einstein Equations have 
2nd order derivatives in 
space and time.

[Ott]
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- originally developed for hamiltonian formulation of GR
- Turned out to be useful for numerical evolution

The 3+1 split of General Relativity

split
12 evolution equations
4 constraint equations
4 gauge choices 

ADM Arnowitt-Deser-Misner split

[Zanotti, Rezzolla]BSSNOK: Conformal traceless formulation

Z4: Constraint damping formulation

CCZ4: Conformally covariant Z4

...

Einstein Equations can be written in a weakly 
hyperbolic form
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Typically: high-order finite difference approximation
Combined with: Method of Lines

Discretized solving the General Relativistic Hydrodynamics PDEs

[Wikipedia]

[Ott, Reisswig]

The anatomy of a numerical relativity simulation
Numerical relativity is an initial boundary value problem
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Turning on the computer

Modern supercomputers are 
parallel computers (clusters)

Growing size of clusters
 = growing energy needs

The end of Moore‘s law
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The end of Moore‘s law

SuperMUC, LRZ München 16



  

Solving astrophysical problems with full GR in HPC

Discretization Problems:

- Need for adaptivity (resolve 100m in 106 km domain)
- How can we ensure convergence at Discontinouities/Shocks?

Computational Problems:

- Communication: Large finite differencing stencils
- Load balancing (tiling)
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Traditional block structured
„unigrid“ load blancing

[Shalf NERSC 2015]



  

We expect the first Exascale Computer in ~ 2018.

Exascale computing

The elephant in the room:

How can we exploit future 
computer capabilities?
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Exascale paradigm shifts (HPC trends)

- Locality really matters (Reduce communication)
- Static load balancing will fail
- Be computation bound instead of memory bound
- Online analysis of data, have to wipe almost all simulation data
- Hardware failures guaranteed: Fault tolerance
- Energy efficiency gets even more important
- Inversion of control: Plug-in paradigm, functional interface

Traditional block structured
„unigrid“ load blancing

[Shalf NERSC 2015]
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1st ingredient:

SFC representing 3d space
(eg. Hilbert curve, Peano curve, ...)

Novel grid managament:
- exploiting Locality
- Low storage needs
- No more random access possible
- Inversion of program flow
- Dynamic load balancing

Space-filling, self-avoiding, simple and self-similar

[NSFCAC RUTGERS GRACE, Storage locality]

Weinzierl, 
arXiv:1506.04496

Space Filling Curves (SFC):

SFC ordering a partitioned (mesh refined) domain
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2nd ingredient:

Communication-avoiding high order schemes

ADER DG Schemes
- high order scheme
- subcell grid polynomials

- ADER (Arbitrary high order DERivatives): High order time integration
- DG (Discontinous Garlerkin): high order space discretization

[DOI: 10.1002/fld.4021]

[arXiv:1406.7416] 21

Limiting:
- 1St order TvD subcell limiting
- Monotonicity preserving



  

Astrophysics
GW waves

Peano grid managament AderDG subcell limiting
Finite Volume scheme

Scientific Application:
Defines set of
hyperbolic PDEs

Seismology
Seismic hazard scenarios,
Earthquakes, seaquakes,
volcanic eruptions, ...

Two exemplary challenges in 
computational physics:

[Caltech / Tim Pyle] [artist impression, short GRB, NASA]

AMR Driver PDE Solver

Application
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Prove convergence with benchmarks before doing astrophysics

Classical Hydro → SRHD → MHD → GRHD → GRMHD

Rotors

Gauge Wave Static BH
TOV star

Shocktubes

VorticesVortices
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Thank you for your attention!

Probing star collisions with Exascale computers
Sven Köppel

This project has received funding from the European Unions 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant 
agreement No 671698.
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Visit our exhibition at Physics building
about General Relavitiy

Only till christmas 2016!
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